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Abstract 

Different factors are forcing a change in the logistics market, most notably e-commerce and manufacturing of custom-made 
products. This fact is highly linked with warehouse management, where exploitation costs increase with the new value-added 
tasks required in logistics. In this work, we present a detection system, based on 2D pattern recognition, to estimate the pose of 
pallets placed in open areas in non-fixed positions. The detection method is part of a novel automation solution designed to 
retrofit manual operated forklifts, adding a new autonomous working mode, obtaining a highly flexible pallet handling system 
that could be applied in shared spaces with humans. 
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1. Introduction 

Logistics market is evolving pushed by growing factors like e-commerce and mass customization in 
manufacturing. This spreading personalization of products in a global market is forcing industry to achieve high 
production flexibility lowering batch sizes almost to the unit. There is also the urge to reduce time-to-market to 
maintain competitiveness. This trend has a huge impact on logistics, due to its key role within the manufacturing 
chain, especially leading warehouse management to increase both flexibility and service quality while restraining 
operating costs. In such scenario, automating logistics processes becomes a mandatory task to improve performance. 
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It is usual that goods are placed on pallets for transportation and stacking, therefore pallet detection and handling 
become a necessity to achieve automation. In this work, we present a detection system, based on 2D pattern 
recognition, to detect, identify and track pallets in the working environment of autonomous mobile forklifts. The 
detection method is part of a novel automation solution designed to retrofit manual operated logistics vehicles, 
adding a new autonomous working mode upon the usual manual operating mode [1]. The use of cameras reduces the 
number of sensors installed in the warehouse facilities, increases the flexibility and reduces both the installation 
costs and the deployment time. From the exploitation point of view, these versatile hybrid forklifts can be operated 
autonomously or in manual mode, obtaining a highly flexible pallet handling system that could be applied in shared 
spaces with humans. 

The automation package designed to retrofit the vehicles includes a PLC to handle the hardware elements, two 
laser sensors, two cameras and a software control framework that allows operating in autonomous working mode. 
The scheme of the control architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. Each module running on-board the robot is a Linux 
process exchanging information with other modules using IPC [2]. IPC has been developed at Carnegie Mellon’s 
Robotics Institute, and provides, among others, a publication-subscription model. An IPC based system consists of 
an application independent central server and a number of application-specific processes. Each process connects 
with the central server and specifies what types of messages it publishes and what types it listens for. Any message 
that is passed to the central server is immediately copied to all other processes subscribed. 

 

Fig. 1. Control architecture 

The detection system presented in this work makes use of two industrial HD cameras, one of them RGB installed 
on top of the forklift and the other one NIR installed between the forks. The upper camera is used to locate pallets 
on the floor and the lower camera is used to locate pallets on shelves and perform load and unload operations. The 
detection system has two working modes, initial pallet detection and identification and pallet tracking to perform 
visual servoing. 
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